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We report the first measurements of transverse single-spin asymmetries for inclusive jet and jetþ π
production at midrapidity from transversely polarized proton-proton collisions at
ffiffi
s
p ¼ 500 GeV. The
data were collected in 2011 with the STAR detector sampled from 23 pb−1 integrated luminosity with
an average beam polarization of 53%. Asymmetries are reported for jets with transverse momenta
6 < pT < 55 GeV=c and pseudorapidity jηj < 1. Presented are measurements of the inclusive-jet
azimuthal transverse single-spin asymmetry, sensitive to twist-3 initial-state quark-gluon correlators;
the Collins asymmetry, sensitive to quark transversity coupled to the polarized Collins fragmentation
function; and the first measurement of the “Collins-like” asymmetry, sensitive to linearly polarized gluons.
Within the present statistical precision, inclusive-jet and Collins-like asymmetries are small, with the latter
allowing the first experimental constraints on gluon linear polarization in a polarized proton. At higher
values of jet transverse momenta, we observe the first nonzero Collins asymmetries in polarized-proton
collisions, with a statistical significance of greater than 5σ. The results span a range of x similar to results
from semi-inclusive deep-inelastic scattering but at much higher Q2. The Collins results enable tests of
universality and factorization breaking in the transverse momentum-dependent formulation of perturbative
quantum chromodynamics.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.97.032004
I. INTRODUCTION
The partonic structure of the nucleon at leading twist in a
collinear picture can be described by three parton distri-
bution functions (PDFs): the unpolarized parton distribu-
tion, fðx;Q2Þ; the parton helicity distribution, Δfðx;Q2Þ;
and the transversity distribution, h1ðx;Q2Þ [1]. Here, x
denotes the parton light-cone momentum fraction, while
Q2 denotes the momentum transfer. The unpolarized
PDFs are constrained over a large range of x and Q2 by
unpolarized lepton-proton experiments at HERA (e.g.
Ref. [2] and references therein). Helicity distribution
constraints have required observables from the interaction
of spin-polarized probes. Recent global analyses have
combined data from polarized deep-inelastic scattering
(DIS), semi-inclusive DIS (SIDIS), and proton-proton
experiments to extract helicity distributions for quarks,
antiquarks, and gluons [3–6]. Of the three leading-twist
PDFs, transversity, which describes the transverse polari-
zation of quarks inside a transversely polarized nucleon,
has proven the most difficult to probe. This is due to its
chiral-odd nature that requires transversity to couple to
another chiral-odd quantity in order to be observed.
Advances in understanding transversity have been made
through the study of transverse single-spin asymmetries. In
contrast to expectations based upon collinear perturbative
quantum chromodynamics (pQCD) at leading twist [7],
transverse single-spin asymmetries for inclusive hadron
production at forward pseudorapidity from polarized-
proton collisions have long been observed to be sizable,
with asymmetries of a few percent persisting to transverse
momentum (pT) values as high as several GeV=c [8–14].
Moreover, the size of the asymmetries appears to be
independent of center-of-mass energy, across a range of
over an order of magnitude. Though the underlying
mechanism driving these effects remains something of a
mystery, the presence of sizable transverse single-spin
asymmetries has provided an opportunity to enhance
understanding of pQCD beyond the limits of collinearity
and leading twist.
Nonzero transverse single-spin asymmetries can be
generated in pQCD through the twist-3 and transverse-
momentum-dependent (TMD) formalisms. The twist-3
formalism [15–18] utilizes initial-state and final-state
multiparton correlators within the framework of collinear
pQCD. Its application requires a single large-momentum
scale parameter and hence is well suited for high-pT
observables such as high-energy jet and inclusive hadron
production. The TMD formalism [19,20] utilizes the
leading-twist framework of pQCD beyond the collinear
approximation, requiring correlations between spin polari-
zation and intrinsic transverse momentum. For example,
the Sivers mechanism [19] requires a correlation between
the nucleon spin polarization and the intrinsic transverse
momentum, kT , of the parton within the nucleon, while the
Collins mechanism [20] requires a correlation between the
polarization of a scattered quark and the momentum of a
hadron fragment transverse to the scattered quark direction.
The Sivers mechanism vanishes in the absence of parton
orbital angular momentum [21], and the Collins mechanism
is enabled by nonzero transversity coupled to the polari-
zation-dependent “Collins” fragmentation function [20].
Unlike twist-3, the TMD approach requires two momen-
tum scales: a large scale such as Q to enable the use of
pQCD, and a soft scale such as pT ≪ Q to enable
sensitivity to transverse parton motion. Moreover, while
TMD factorization has been proven for SIDIS as well as for
Drell-Yan and weak-boson production in polarized-proton
collisions [22–26], it is expected that TMD factorization
may generally be broken for hadronic interactions [27,28].
The size of any such factorization breaking is not known.
It has recently been argued that the cross section for
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hadrons within jets produced from proton-proton collisions
does factorize and only depends upon universal TMD
fragmentation functions, decoupled from TMD PDFs [29].
It has also been shown that as the value of the soft TMD
scale becomes larger, the twist-3 and TMD approaches are
mutually consistent [30]. Furthermore, the twist-3 corre-
lation functions are related to the kT-integrated TMD
distribution and fragmentation functions. For example,
the kT-integrated Sivers PDF [19] is related to the
Efremov-Teryaev-Qiu-Sterman (ETQS) twist-3 function
[15,16] and similar relations exist between the Collins
and twist-3 fragmentation functions (e.g. Refs. [18,23,31]).
Consequently, measurements of twist-3 and TMD observ-
ables provide an important opportunity to test formulations
of QCD beyond collinearity and leading twist.
Over the past decade, SIDIS experiments have provided
the first measurements of TMD observables [32–35].
These, combined with independent measurements of the
Collins fragmentation function by eþe− experiments
[36,37], have enabled the first extractions of the trans-
versity PDF [38–42]. The kinematic limitations of the
current data sets leave the transversity extractions relatively
imprecise for x≳ 0.3.
An incisive way to enhance understanding of nucleon
transverse polarization structure is through the study of
transverse single-spin asymmetries in the production of
jets and pions within jets from polarized-proton collisions
[43–45]. The pT of the jet and pion momentum transverse
to the jet axis provide the hard and soft scales, respectively,
necessary for TMD factorization. By studying different
modulations of the transverse single-spin asymmetry
AsinðϕÞUT sinðϕÞ ¼
σ↑ðϕÞ − σ↓ðϕÞ
σ↑ðϕÞ þ σ↓ðϕÞ ; ð1Þ
one can isolate different physics mechanisms with sensi-
tivity to various aspects of the nucleon transverse polari-
zation structure, e.g. quark transversity and gluon linear
polarization. Measurements with high energy polarized-
proton beams will extend the kinematic reach in both x and
Q2 beyond the existing SIDIS measurements. The SIDIS
cross section scales with the square of the quark charge,
resulting in up quarks being weighted more than down or
strange quarks, a phenomenon often referred to as u-quark
dominance. Consequently a large fraction of the observed
π− yields arise from the unfavored fragmentation of u
quarks. Hadroproduction eliminates u-quark dominance,
thereby providing enhanced sensitivity to the minority d
quarks. Furthermore, polarized-proton collisions are
directly sensitive to gluonic subprocesses, enabling the
study of the role of gluons in the transverse polarization
structure of the nucleon. Moreover, since questions remain
concerning the magnitude of potential TMD factorization
breaking in hadronic interactions [27–29], data from
polarized-proton collisions can provide unique and crucial
experimental insight into these theoretical questions.
Transverse single-spin asymmetries in the production of
jets and pions within jets have a rich structure, as described
in Ref. [43], the conventions of which we follow in this
article. For pions within jets, the spin-dependent terms in
the cross sections can be generally expressed [43]
dσ↑ðϕS;ϕHÞ−dσ↓ðϕS;ϕHÞ
∼dΔσ0 sinðϕSÞ
þdΔσ−1 sin ðϕS −ϕHÞþdΔσþ1 sin ðϕSþϕHÞ
þdΔσ−2 sin ðϕS − 2ϕHÞþdΔσþ2 sinðϕSþ 2ϕHÞ; ð2Þ
where the dΔσ terms describe various combinations of
distribution and fragmentation functions. Sinusoidal mod-
ulations in particle production can be measured with
respect to two azimuthal angles: ϕS, the azimuthal angle
between the proton transverse spin polarization vector
and the jet scattering plane, and ϕH, the azimuthal angle
of the pion relative to the jet scattering plane (Fig. 1). The
inclusive jet asymmetry, the sinðϕSÞ modulation of AUT ,
commonly expressed as AN , is an observable with a single
hard scale and therefore driven by the twist-3 distributions
[17]. This observable is sensitive to the kT-integrated
Sivers function. The sinðϕS − ϕHÞ modulation of AUT
yields sensitivity to transversity coupled to the polarized
Collins fragmentation function. Through the sinðϕS−2ϕHÞ
modulation of AUT , one may gain sensitivity to gluon linear
polarization coupled to the so-called “Collins-like” frag-
mentation function, the gluon analog of the Collins
fragmentation function. While the quark-based Collins
asymmetry has been measured in SIDIS, the Collins-like
asymmetry has never been measured; and gluon linear
polarization in the polarized proton remains completely
unconstrained. The sinðϕS þ ϕHÞ and sinðϕS þ 2ϕHÞmod-
ulations are sensitive to the TMD transversity distribution
and the Boer-Mulders distribution [46] for quarks and
gluons, respectively. As Ref. [43] discusses in detail, these
FIG. 1. Azimuthal angle definitions, following the conventions
described in Ref. [43]. The direction of the beam polarization is
denoted by S⃗beam, while the momenta of the polarized beam, jet,
and pion are, respectively, p⃗beam, p⃗jet, and p⃗π .
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modulations are not expected to be sizable at the present
kinematics, even under maximized, positivity-bound sce-
narios. These modulations are nevertheless measured and
found to be consistent with zero. In principle, the Boer-
Mulders distributions for quarks and gluons may also
contribute to the sinðϕS − ϕHÞ and sinðϕS − 2ϕHÞ modu-
lations. They are, however, again expected to be negligible
under maximized scenarios for the present kinematics and
therefore ignored.
We present the first measurements of the modulations of
AUT for the production of jets and pions within jets detected
in the central pseudorapidity range from polarized-proton
collisions at
ffiffi
s
p ¼ 500 GeV. Included are the first mea-
surements of the Collins-like asymmetry, sensitive to
linearly polarized gluons, and the first observations of
the Collins asymmetry in polarized-proton collisions. For
the case of the Collins asymmetry, these measurements
span ranges of x similar to those studied in SIDIS, but at
substantially largerQ2, as shown in Fig. 2. Additionally, the
inclusive jet asymmetry can lend insight into twist-3 PDFs,
such as the ETQS function, and, thus the Sivers function. In
the lower jet-pT range where production is dominated by
gluonic subprocesses (Fig. 3), the inclusive jet measure-
ments may yield insight into the quark-gluon and three-
gluon twist-3 functions and potentially the gluon Sivers
function that is largely unconstrained [47]. The present data
at
ffiffi
s
p ¼ 500 GeV provide improved sensitivity to gluonic
subprocess over previous inclusive jet measurements atffiffi
s
p ¼ 200 GeV [48].
II. DATA ANALYSIS
A. Experiment
The data were collected during the 2011 run of the
Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) [51] with the
detectors of the Solenoidal Tracker at RHIC (STAR)
[52]. In addition to its role as a heavy-ion collider,
RHIC is the world’s only particle accelerator capable of
colliding beams of polarized protons [53]. The two inde-
pendently polarized proton beams are each grouped into
120 bunches and are loaded with complex patterns of spin
direction. This ensures that systematic effects from asym-
metries in spin-dependent beam luminosities are mini-
mized. RHIC is capable of colliding protons with
polarizations “longitudinal” (right-handed or left-handed
helicity with respect to the proton momentum) or “trans-
verse” (vertically up or down with respect to the proton
momentum). The beam polarization is measured during the
run using Coulomb-nuclear interference (CNI) polarimetry
[54]. The relative polarization is measured with proton-
carbon polarimeters [55] that are normalized to a hydrogen-
jet polarimeter [56] for the absolute scale. During the 2011
RHIC run, the average beam polarizations were measured
to be 53% and 52% in the clockwise (“blue”) and
counterclockwise (“yellow”) rotating beams, respectively,
as viewed from above.
The STAR detector is designed to collect data with
acceptance spanning the full azimuth and nearly five units
of pseudorapidity, −1≲ η≲ 4. The present data are gen-
erally collected within the range jηj < 1. STAR is equipped
with detectors such as the zero-degree calorimeter (ZDC)
[57] for local polarimetry. The ZDC covers the full azimuth
for θ < 2 mrad. Detectors such as the vertex position
detector (VPD) [58] are used for minimum-bias triggering.
The VPD covers approximately half of the solid angle for
4.2 < η < 5.1. Among the subsystems utilized in jet
measurements, the time projection chamber (TPC) [59]
x
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FIG. 2. Range of x and Q2 covered by Collins asymmetry
measurements from SIDIS experiments at HERMES [32,33],
COMPASS [34], and Jefferson Lab Hall-A [35] in comparison to
the ðx;Q2Þ covered by the present data as the jet pT and η vary.
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an energy
ffiffi
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p ¼ 500 GeV. See Sec. II C for discussions of the jet
definitions and reconstruction.
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provides charged-particle tracking over the full azimuth and
jηj ≲ 1.3. The TPC, supplemented by the time-of-flight
(TOF) system [60] over the range jηj≲ 0.9, also provides
particle identification [61]. Surrounding the TPC, the barrel
electromagnetic calorimeter (BEMC) [62] provides access
to electromagnetic energy over the range jηj < 0.98. This
access is extended from 1.09 < η < 2.00 with the end cap
electromagnetic calorimeter (EEMC) [63]. The BEMC and
EEMC are segmented into 4800 and 720 Pb-scintillator
towers, respectively, each corresponding to ∼20 radiation
lengths and ∼1 nuclear interaction length. The calorimeters
also provide fast input for event triggering. Tracks from the
TPC and hits in the calorimeter towers are also used to
reconstruct collision vertices [64].
B. Event selection
All events used in the present analysis were collected
from polarized proton-proton collisions at
ffiffi
s
p ¼ 500 GeV.
The events are selected from four different event triggers: a
minimum bias trigger requiring a coincidence in the east
and west VPDs (VPDMB) and three different levels of
“jet-patch” triggers (JP0, JP1, and JP2). A jet-patch trigger
requires a transverse electromagnetic energy deposit above
a certain threshold—6.4, 9.0, and 13.9 GeV for JP0,
JP1, and JP2, respectively—within a “patch” of area
Δη × Δϕ ¼ 1.0 × 1.0 in one of the calorimeters. The
locations of the patches are fixed in space by the hardware.
The jet-patch trigger is discussed in more detail in
Ref. [48]. In the 2011 run configuration, the jet-patch
trigger geometry consists of 30 patches with overlapping η
ranges: −1< η< 0, −0.6<η<0.4, 0<η<1, 0.4 < η < 1.4,
and 1 < η < 2. Because of off-line improvements to
detector calibrations, in addition to the hardware trigger,
jet-patch triggered events are required to pass an off-line
software emulation of the trigger response. A total of
81 × 106 VPDMB events and 23 pb−1 of JP2 triggers pass
the basic quality controls for inclusion in the analysis. The
effective luminosities for the prescaled JP0 and JP1 triggers
fall between these two limits.
Events are required to have a primary collision vertex
determined from the TPC tracking information within a
longitudinal position of jzvtxj < 90 or 30 cm of the nominal
interaction point for jet-patch or VPDMB triggers, respec-
tively. For VPDMB events, this TPC zvtx is further required
to agree within 6 cm with the zvtx determined by the VPD
timing information, which removes pileup TPC vertices.
C. Jet reconstruction
A comprehensive discussion of jet reconstruction at
STAR is presented in Ref. [48] (augmented in
Ref. [65]), and the present analysis follows a similar
approach. Jets are reconstructed from energetic BEMC
and EEMC towers and from TPC charged-particle tracks
passed through the “anti-kT” jet-finding algorithm [66] as
implemented in the FASTJET 3.0.6 C++ package [67] using a
resolution parameter of R ¼ 0.5. For inclusion in the jet
reconstruction, TPC tracks must be reconstructed with
more than 12 TPC fit points and with more than 51% of
the possible fit points. These restrictions help to eliminate
pileup tracks, aid momentum resolution, and eliminate split
tracks. Furthermore, the tracks are required to match within
a pT-dependent distance-of-closest approach to the colli-
sion vertex: within 2 cm for pT < 0.5 GeV=c, within 1 cm
for pT > 1.5 GeV=c, and with a linearly tapered cut for
0.5 < pT < 1.5 GeV=c. Tracks with pT < 0.2 GeV=c and
towers with ET < 0.2 GeV are not included in jet
reconstruction. Including the momenta from all charged
particle tracks and energy from all calorimeter towers in jet
reconstruction can lead to overestimations in jet energy due
to particles that leave both a track in the TPC and energy in
a calorimeter. To correct for this overestimation, the track
pT · c is subtracted from the ET of the tower to which it
points, not allowing the corrected ET to be less than 0 [65].
D. Jet selection
To be selected for analysis, jets are required to have
6 < pT < 55 GeV=c. Furthermore, jets containing tracks
with pT;track > 30 GeV=c are excluded to reduce sensitivity
to uncertainties in the jet momentum resolution. To reduce
sensitivity to noncollision backgrounds, such as beam-gas
interactions and cosmic rays (observed as neutral energy
deposits in the calorimeters), jets are required to derive at
least 6% of their energy from charged particles with no less
than 0.5 GeV=c in total charged-particle pT . Owing to the
asymmetric electromagnetic calorimeter coverage, jets are
required to fall within an asymmetric window of pseudor-
apidity, −0.7 < ηdetector < 0.9, with respect to the center of
the detector. Additionally, the jets are required to fall
within a window of jηj < 1.0 from the reconstructed
collision vertex. Jets from jet-patch triggered events are
required to satisfy a geometric match to a hardware jet
patch with energy deposition above the nominal triggering
threshold. For the present analysis, this requirement is
jηjet − ηpatchj < 0.6 and jϕjet − ϕpatchj < 0.6. Furthermore,
jets are required to have a minimum pT of 7.1, 9.9, or
16.3 GeV=c for JP0, JP1, and JP2 events, respectively.
E. Pion selection
Charged pions are chosen for the Collins and Collins-like
analyses from jets passing the aforementioned selection
criteria by requiring additional restrictions beyond those
applied to all particles for inclusion in jet reconstruction.
These pions are required to have 0.1 < z < 0.8, where z is
the ratio of pion momentum to jet momentum (note that this
definition for z is referred to as zh in Ref. [29]). A significant
portion of pions with z < 0.1 in low pT jets arises from
underlying event backgrounds,while z ¼ 0.8marks the limit
for sufficient statistics in this data set. For simplicity, a single
range of z is selected independent of jet pT . To ensure robust
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reconstruction of the relevant azimuthal angles, pions are
required to fall outside a radius of ΔR > 0.04, where
ΔR ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðηjet − ηπÞ2 þ ðϕjet − ϕπÞ2
q
ð3Þ
relative to the jet axis. This requirement is discussed further
in Sec. III E. To limit contamination to the pion sample from
kaons, protons, and electrons, pions are only selected for
analysis if the observed dE=dx is consistent with the
expected value for pions. A parameter nσðπÞ is defined as
nσðπÞ ¼
1
σexp
ln

dE=dxobs
dE=dxπcalc

; ð4Þ
where dE=dxobs is the observed value for the event,
dE=dxπcalc is the expected mean dE=dx for pions of the
given momentum, and σexp is the dE=dx resolution of the
TPC [61]. To ensure reliable particle identification, pions are
further required to contain at least six TPC fit points with
valid dE=dx information. The dE=dx values for kaons and
protons overlap those of pions atmomenta of 1.1 GeV=c and
1.7 GeV=c, respectively, in the STARTPC. Thus, the nσðπÞ
selection window is varied depending on the reconstructed
particle kinematics to optimize the sample purity. The
background correction procedure and sample purity are
described in Sec. III G.
F. Spin asymmetry analysis
The transverse single-spin asymmetry, defined in Eq. (1),
is the amplitude of the sinusoidal ϕ dependence of the spin-
dependent cross section, where ϕ represents any of the
relevant azimuthal angles, e.g. for the inclusive-jet, Collins,
or Collins-like effects. For extraction, the present analysis
utilizes the so-called “cross-ratio” method [68] for which
both acceptance and luminosity effects cancel to first order.
The cross ratios, ϵ, for a given bin of ϕ can be formed by
combining yields from azimuthally opposite detector
halves (α vs β) when the spin orientations are flipped,
ϵ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
N↑1;αN
↓
1;β
q
−
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
N↓1;αN
↑
1;β
q
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
N↑2;αN
↓
2;β
q
þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
N↓2;αN
↑
2;β
q ; ð5Þ
where N1 is the particle yield for a given spin state in each
detector half, weighted by the beam polarization for the
event. N2 is the same, though weighted by the square of the
polarization. For each RHIC fill, an initial polarization (P0),
initial time (t0), and decay slope (dP=dt) for each beam are
provided by the CNI polarimeter [54]. The event-by-event
polarizations are calculated as P0 þ ðdP=dtÞ × Δt, where
Δt is the difference between t0 and the event time stamp.
An overall systematic uncertainty of σðPÞ=P ¼ 3.5% is
assigned to both blue and yellow beams [54] and is
considered an uncertainty in the vertical scale of the
asymmetries.
For the present analysis, events are designated α or
β for jets in the “top” (0 < ϕjet < π) or “bottom”
(−π < ϕjet < 0) half of the TPC, respectively. The cross
ratios are formed as functions of the azimuthal angles, and
the raw asymmetries are extracted using fits of the form
ϵðϕÞ ¼ aþ b sinðϕÞ: ð6Þ
The parameter b is the raw asymmetry, while the a term is
expected to be zero. It is left in the fit as a cross-check for
hidden systematic effects and found to be consistent with
zero in all cases. Further statistical checks are the exami-
nation of the fit χ2 and asymmetry residual distributions.
The fits are initially performed separately for each RHIC
fill, event trigger, and RHIC beam. χ2 distributions for the
asymmetry extractions are evaluated by fitting with a χ2
function allowing the parameter for the number of degrees
of freedom, ν, to float. In all cases, the fits to the χ2
distributions return values of ν consistent with the expect-
ation from the relevant number of azimuthal angle bins and
fit constraints. The weighted averages of the asymmetries
are formed and the residual distributions are examined for
signs of outliers or underestimated uncertainties. In each
case, the residuals follow the expected form of a Gaussian
with unit width centered at zero, suggesting the individual
fits scatter statistically about the mean with well estimated
uncertainties. For the final extractions, yields from all of the
fills and the blue and yellow beams are combined to
maximize the statistical precision. To allow for trigger-
dependent corrections, the asymmetries are extracted trig-
ger-by-trigger; and the corrected asymmetries are com-
bined in a weighted average over the event trigger classes.
III. SYSTEMATIC CORRECTIONS AND
UNCERTAINTIES
A. Simulations
To evaluate systematic effects such as shifts in the jet or
particle kinematics or trigger and reconstruction bias, QCD
events are produced with the PYTHIA Monte Carlo gen-
erator [69], they are fed through a simulated detector
response, and their resulting analog-to-digital converter
counts are embedded into real events, triggered randomly
(zero-bias) during a nominal crossing of proton bunches.
This “embedding” procedure enables accounting of such
effects as out-of-time pileup that are otherwise difficult to
simulate. The Monte Carlo events are generated with
PYTHIA 6.426 [69] using the Perugia 0 tune [70]. In order
to achieve an optimal reproduction of the calculated next-
to-leading order (NLO) inclusive jet transverse momentum
spectrum, the intrinsic partonic kT parameter is set to
1 GeV=c. The detector response is emulated with the
GSTAR package based upon GEANT 3.21=08 [71]. The
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individual data-taking runs into which the PYTHIA events
are embedded are chosen so as to sample the full range of
luminosities encountered during the 2011 RHIC run. The
runs were selected to cover a broad span of time, so that
changes in detector hardware states would be well repre-
sented in the simulation sample.
The same analysis software and jet-finding algorithms
applied to the data are utilized to reconstruct jets from the
embedded Monte Carlo. The jet finding is applied on three
levels: At the “detector-jet” level, jets are formed from TPC
tracks and calorimeter towers after full simulation of the
detector response. Detector jets allow direct contact
between the data and simulation and exhibit excellent
agreement (e.g. Fig. 4). PYTHIA “particle jets” are con-
structed by applying the anti-kT algorithm with R ¼ 0.5 to
all stable, hadronized, final-state particles from the simu-
lated collision, prior to detector simulation. PYTHIA “parton
jets” are constructed by applying the anti-kT algorithm with
R ¼ 0.5 to hard-scattered partons including initial-state and
final-state radiation but excluding beam remnant and
underlying event contributions.
B. Corrections to jet and pion kinematics
Detector jet and pion kinematics are corrected to the
PYTHIA particle-jet level. Detector jets are associated in
ðη;ϕÞ with both a particle jet and a parton jet in the event
with the association defined as
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Δη2 þ Δϕ2
p
< 0.5.
Similarly, pions from associated detector jets are further
associated with particles at the PYTHIA particle-jet level.
Asymmetries are presented at the mean corrected kinematic
values for each detector-jet level bin, determined by the
kinematics of the associated PYTHIA jet. A summary of the
corrected values of pion z, jet pT , and pion jT (pion
momentum transverse to the jet axis) is presented in Fig. 5.
Uncertainties in the corrections for jet pT and z are the
quadrature combinations of statistical and systematic con-
tributions, including those due to Monte Carlo statistics,
calorimeter gains, calorimeter response to charged par-
ticles, TPC tracking efficiency, track momentum resolution,
and trigger emulation. Uncertainties in the corrections for
pion jT exclude those of the jet energy scale.
C. Parton-jet associations
At lower values of jet pT , a non-negligible probability
exists that a reconstructed jet arose not from the
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hard-scattering process but either from the underlying event
or from pileup backgrounds. These probabilities are esti-
mated by analyzing jets reconstructed from the embedded
Monte Carlo events. First, an association is required
between the reconstructed and generated event vertices.
Association probabilities range from ∼90% to 95% at the
lowest values of jet pT to unity for pT > 10 GeV=c. An
association is further required between the reconstructed
detector jet and a PYTHIA particle jet. These association
probabilities range from ∼95% at the lowest pT values,
rising to unity by ∼10 GeV=c. Finally, an association is
required between the reconstructed jet and a PYTHIA parton
jet. For jets with pT > 10 GeV=c, parton-jet association
probabilities are near unity. Below 10 GeV=c, these asso-
ciation probabilities decrease steadily to ∼75% at
6 GeV=c. For purposes of the association, the matched
parton or particle jets are required to have at least
1.5 GeV=c of transverse momenta.
For the asymmetries studied in the present analysis, the
pertinent physics mechanisms are largely parton-level
effects. For asymmetries of pions within jets, hadronization
also plays a critical role. It is unclear what effects may be
induced by the presence of jets from the underlying event
and beam remnant; thus, the present analysis does not
correct for the association probabilities. Instead, a system-
atic uncertainty is applied which considers the full differ-
ence between the measured asymmetry and the value if a
dilution correction had been applied.
D. Trigger bias
For a given jet pT , in particular at low pT, the fixed size
of the jet patches leads to a higher trigger efficiency for
quark jets than less-collimated gluon jets (see the discus-
sions in Refs. [48,65]). For the inclusive jet and Collins-like
asymmetries, each of which are largely driven by gluonic
effects, the trigger bias will suppress the asymmetries. For
the Collins asymmetry, the bias should serve to enhance the
effect.
The trigger bias effects are estimated with Monte Carlo
simulations by comparing fractions of quark and gluon jets
in triggered and unbiased event samples. In the embedded
Monte Carlo, detector jets are matched to hard-scattered
partons and sorted into quark and gluon jets. The unbiased
jet sample, free of trigger, pileup, and reconstruction
effects, is constructed from all particle jets that fall within
the nominal pT and η kinematic ranges. The trigger-bias
estimates are summarized in Table I. The associated
systematic uncertainties are calculated by scaling the
measured asymmetry by the bias fractions from Table I
and are correlated across the full range of jet pT .
In addition to the bias in the partonic subprocess fraction,
the active range of x will be somewhat distorted by the
effects of reconstruction and trigger bias. To estimate these
effects, the embedding simulations are analyzed, again,
using the jets matched to the hard-scattered partons. The
hard-scattered parton is further required to match the flavor
of one of the two partons that initiated the hard-scattering
process. Events are separated based on trigger, jet pT ,
parton species, and η calculated relative to the incident
parton direction. The effect of the bias is demonstrated in
Fig. 6, where the triggered and reconstructed embedded jets
are compared to those with trigger, reconstruction, and
detector effects removed. Results for two cases, xG for low-
pT VPDMB and xQ for high-pT JP2, are shown in Fig. 6.
The VPDMB distribution agrees quite well with the
unbiased distribution, while the JP2 distribution is shifted
slightly to higher x, relative to the unbiased distribution.
These deviations can arise from biases in both
reconstruction and event triggering. Uncertainties reflected
in Fig. 6 are from Monte Carlo statistics.
TABLE I. Trigger bias systematics for quark and gluonic
subprocesses. The values reflect the relative difference in the
fraction of quark or gluon jets between triggered and unbiased
Monte Carlo events. The quark biases apply to the Collins
asymmetries while the gluon biases apply to the inclusive-jet and
Collins-like asymmetries. The systematics are correlated across
the full range of jet pT .
pT Range [GeV=c] Quark bias Gluon bias
6.0–13.8 þ17% −10%
13.8–22.7 þ8% −6%
22.7–55.0 þ3% −3%
3 2.5− 2− 1.5− 1− 0.5− 0
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FIG. 6. Underlying parton x distribution for all Monte Carlo
simulated jets (points) within the specified range of pT compared
to those passing the indicated event trigger condition (histogram).
Uncertainties are from Monte Carlo statistics. The upper panel
shows quark x values for high-pT jets, comparing JP2 to unbiased
events, while the bottom panel presents gluon x values for low-pT
jets, comparing VPDMB to unbiased events. For JP2, deviations
can arise both from reconstruction effects and from bias in the
event trigger. For VPDMB events, deviations from the unbiased
sample arise from reconstruction and pileup effects.
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E. Azimuthal resolutions
Since the asymmetries of interest are extracted from the
azimuthal dependence of the spin-dependent cross sections,
finite azimuthal resolution leads to a systematic dilution of
the true asymmetries. There are twomain contributors to the
finite resolution: inefficiencies in TPC tracks and calorim-
eter towers, which distort the reconstruction of the jet thrust
axis, and errors in the reconstructed positions of the tracks
and towers. An additional resolution effect, finite azimuthal
bin width, is discussed in Sec. III F. The size of the
asymmetry smearing is estimated by evaluating the dis-
tribution of event-by-event deviations of the reconstructed
azimuthal angles from their true value in the embedded
simulation. The resulting distribution is convolved with a
sinusoid, and the ratio of the resulting amplitude to the
original is taken as the size of the dilution due to finite
azimuthal resolution. This dilution is used to correct the
measured asymmetries. Uncertainties for the resolution
correction include both statistical contributions (from finite
Monte Carlo statistics) and systematic contributions (e.g.
from the accuracy of the Monte Carlo simulations).
The root mean square of the distribution of event-by-
event jet-axis deviations is ∼0.4 radians at the lowest jet pT
values and decreases to ∼0.15 radians at high jet pT . For
inclusive-jet observables, this translates to finite azimuthal
resolution effects of less than 10%. In low-pT Collins and
Collins-like asymmetries, smearing effects can become
more significant. Enhanced smearing of the jet axis at
low pT due to less-collimated jets is compounded by the
azimuthal resolution of the pion orientation. This carries
with it a potentially strong dependence upon the proximity
of the pion to the jet axis, denoted here as ΔR [Eq. (3)]. To
ensure robust reconstruction of the relevant angles, a
minimum cut on ΔR is imposed for the Collins and
Collins-like asymmetries. The cut is optimized by balanc-
ing the degradation in azimuthal resolution with the loss in
statistics. Furthermore, z and jT become tightly correlated
for more restrictive ΔR cuts. This is of crucial importance
to the Collins asymmetry measurement which may have
strong dependence upon both z and jT . Specifically, the
minimum jT may be approximated
jT;min ≈ z × ΔRmin × pT;jet; ð7Þ
where ΔRmin is the minimum ΔR, and pT;jet is the pT of the
jet. Thus, theΔR cut introduces a more stringent limit on jT
at higher values of jet pT , where the present data are
expected to have the most sensitivity to the Collins effect.
For the analysis, ΔRmin ¼ 0.04 is chosen. The resulting
root mean square of the distribution of event-by-event ϕH
deviations is ∼0.78 radians at the lowest jet pT values and
decreases to ∼0.40 radians at high jet pT .
F. Nonuniform acceptance effects
The jet and pion yields for the various spin states depend
upon all of the possible azimuthal modulations [17,43].
Twist-3 distributions (and indirectly the Sivers function)
can give rise to modulations of the form sinðϕSÞ.
Transversity coupled to the polarized Collins fragmentation
function can give rise to modulations of the form
sinðϕS − ϕHÞ. Gluon linear polarization coupled to the
polarized Collins-like fragmentation function can give rise
to modulations of the form sinðϕS − 2ϕHÞ. In principle,
modulations of the form sinðϕS þ ϕHÞ and sinðϕS þ 2ϕHÞ
are also possible; but with the kinematic range of the
present analysis they are expected to be negligible, even
under maximized, positivity-bound scenarios [43].
Therefore, the corrections and systematic contributions
are neglected in the present analysis for the latter two
modulations. Nevertheless, their raw modulations have
been examined and are found to be consistent with zero,
and any corresponding systematic effect could constitute no
more than 10%–20% of the total systematic uncertainty. In
the limit of uniform acceptance, the cross ratios described
in Sec. II F will isolate the desired observables, decoupled
from the competing asymmetry modulations. The STAR
detector has excellent uniformity. Nonetheless, small dis-
tortions in the detector response can couple to nonzero
competing physics asymmetries to distort the extraction of
the modulation of interest. These “leak-through” effects can
manifest as a sinusoidal dependence in the angular dis-
tribution of interest or as higher-order Fourier components,
depending on the combination of observables and level of
nonuniform instrumental acceptance.
The shape of the leak-through distortion is extracted
from the data, using a technique motivated by the conven-
tional mixed-event procedure that is frequently used to
measure acceptance effects. As an example, consider the
distortion to the Collins modulation, ϕS − ϕH, due to the
inclusive-jet asymmetry. Yields are binned for each event,
in the same manner as with the asymmetry analysis. Events
are given weights of
w0 ¼ 1þ Ain sinðϕSÞ; ð8Þ
w1 ¼ 1 − Ain sinðϕSÞ; ð9Þ
where Ain is an input asymmetry. Each event is binned
twice, once for each proton spin state. The histogram
corresponding to the actual spin state for the event is filled
using weights of w0, while the histogram for the opposite
spin state is filled using weights of w1. In this manner, an
unpolarized sample is constructed (in the limit of vanishing
luminosity asymmetries) removing the possibility for
complications from actual physics coupling to the input
asymmetries. A similar procedure is applied for each of the
desired physics effects and their possible contaminations.
The cross ratios for the relevant asymmetries are calculated
using the weighted-event histograms and are fit with a
function of the form
ϵðϕÞ ¼ p0 þ p1 sinðϕÞ ð10Þ
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(Sec. II F). The relevant distortions to the asymmetries of
interest materialize in the p1 parameter of the fit. A
conservative systematic uncertainty due to finite acceptance
effects is estimated as
σleak ¼ MaxðjAleakj; σAleakÞ ×
Maxðjp1j; σp1Þ
Ain
; ð11Þ
where Aleak is the measured asymmetry for the “competing”
effect and Ain is the asymmetry weighted into the data for
the study. For each of the asymmetries of interest, the leak-
through systematic is calculated for each of the competing
effects, and then added in quadrature to find the total
systematic.
Distortions to the inclusive-jet asymmetry are found to
be negligible. Distortions due to the Collins effect are
reduced by the fact that πþ and π− asymmetries contribute
with different signs and similar magnitudes. For the
distortion due to the Collins-like effect, the asymmetries
are modeled to have the same sign and magnitude for
different pion states; however, the instrumental asymme-
tries are quite small, greatly suppressing the amount of
possible distortion.
For the distortions to the Collins asymmetry, in particular
due to the Collins-like asymmetry, the shapes are often
quite far from sinusoidal. However, it is the sinusoidal
modulations that determine the distortions, and these were
found to be small in magnitude. Significant distortions of
this kind should also manifest as highly degraded χ2
distributions for the asymmetry extractions. As discussed
in Sec. II F, the distributions are universally well behaved,
indicating that the present data are not sensitive to such
distortions. Finally, the gluon-based Collins-like effect
should be significant only at low pT, whereas the quark-
based Collins effect should be significant only at high pT .
Consequently, no matter the size of the distortion from
acceptance, the final distortions will be highly suppressed
by the small size of the competing asymmetries.
Accordingly, the only possible large distortions would
arise from leak-through of the inclusive-jet asymmetry to
the Collins-like asymmetry at low pT, and vice versa. These
distortions are highly suppressed by the relatively uniform
acceptance.
A final acceptance-related systematic uncertainty is
dilution from finite azimuthal bin width. The asymmetry
is extracted by fitting the ϕ dependence of the cross ratios.
The inclusive jet asymmetries are extracted using six
azimuthal bins, while the Collins and Collins-like asym-
metries are extracted using 12 azimuthal bins. The finite
size of the bins will introduce a dilution to the extracted
asymmetry, possibly further complicated by acceptance
nonuniformity within the bins. The size of this effect can be
calculated using the infrastructure developed for the leak-
through estimates. Instead of weighting events with input
asymmetries for the competing effects, events are weighted
with input asymmetries for the desired effect. By fitting the
resulting asymmetries, the extracted amplitude gives a
precise estimate of the dilution from finite binning. The
extracted value of the dilution (on the order of 1.5%) is
consistent with what is expected for the size of the bins.
These dilution values are used as a correction to the
measured asymmetries.
G. Nonpion background
The backgrounds of main concern for inclusive jets are
those events at the detector-jet level that do not associate
with a parton jet (Sec. III C). For pions within jets,
misidentified protons, kaons, and electrons represent an
additional background. To estimate this contamination,
data distributions of nσðπÞ from the TPC (Sec. II E) and
m2 from TOF [61] are analyzed. Signal fractions are
extracted by fitting m2 with a multi-Voigt profile and
nσðπÞ with a multi-Gaussian function to extract yields for
pions, kaons, protons, and electrons over the active
ranges. Examples of these fits are shown in Figs. 7
and 8. The nσðπÞ fits utilize corrections to the Bichsel
theoretical dE=dx expectations similar to what is
described in Ref. [61]. For each kinematic bin, the m2
fits are performed for three different ranges of nσðπÞ, the
values of which are varied according to the kinematics to
create “pion-rich,” “kaon-rich,” and “proton-rich” sam-
ples. The shapes of the Voigt profiles are constrained to
be independent of nσðπÞ, while the overall scales are
allowed to vary.
Kaons and pions with a total momentum of 1.1 GeV=c
experience the same dE=dx in the STAR TPC (see, e.g.,
Fig. 7), and protons and pions have the same dE=dx at a
total momentum of 1.7 GeV=c. The multi-Gaussian nσðπÞ
fits are insufficient to determine the nonpion backgrounds
in the vicinity of these crossovers. For bins of jet pT and
pion z corresponding to pion momenta below ∼2.1 GeV=c,
the TOF m2 distributions (e.g. Fig. 7) are used exclusively
to extract the pion, kaon, and proton fractions. For bins
corresponding to pion momenta from∼2.1–3.5 GeV=c, the
pion dE=dx values are well separated from those of kaons
and protons. However, kaons and protons experience the
same dE=dx at these kinematics in the STARTPC. The m2
resolution of the STAR TOF is not sufficient to separate
pions from kaons at these momenta. Thus, a hybrid
approach is used. The nσðπÞ fits are used to extract the
pion fractions and combined kaon and proton fractions.
The isolated proton fractions are extracted from the m2
distributions, where they are still well separated from pions
and kaons. The kaon fractions are then taken from the
difference between the combined nσðπÞ kaon plus proton
fractions and the m2 proton fractions. For momenta above
∼3.5 GeV=c, pion, kaon, and proton fractions are extracted
exclusively from nσðπÞ fits (e.g. Fig. 8). For all kinematics,
electron fractions are determined from nσðπÞ fits. In the
kinematic regions where the kaon and proton dE=dx values
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are similar to those for pions, the kaons and protons
contribute a ∼10% background. Outside of these kinematic
regions, the kaon and proton backgrounds are typically in
the range of 1%–2%. Electrons typically contribute 1%
or less.
The extracted pion, kaon, and proton fractions are used
to correct the measured asymmetries. For each kinematic
bin, asymmetries are measured for the three different ranges
of nσðπÞ discussed earlier. The corrected pion asymmetry is
calculated as
Aπ ¼
A1ðfK2 fp3 − fK3 fp2 Þ þ A2ðfK3 fp1 − fK1 fp3 Þ þ A3ðfK1 fp2 − fK2 fp1 Þ
fπ1f
K
2 f
p
3 þ fπ2fK3 fp1 þ fπ3fK1 fp2 − fπ1fK3 fp2 − fπ2fK1 fp3 − fπ3fK2 fp1
: ð12Þ
Here, A1, A2, and A3 are the asymmetries measured in the
pion-rich, kaon-rich, and proton-rich nσðπÞ ranges, respec-
tively; fπ1 , f
K
1 , and f
p
1 are, respectively, the pion, kaon, and
proton fractions from the pion-rich sample; fπ2 , f
K
2 , and f
p
2
are, respectively, the pion, kaon, and proton fractions from
the kaon-rich sample; and fπ3 , f
K
3 , and f
p
3 are, respectively,
the pion, kaon, and proton fractions from the proton-rich
sample. Equation (12) assumes the electron asymmetry is
negligible. The electron contamination is dominated by
photonic electrons, largely from π0 decay photons, and
heavy flavor decays. Neutral pion asymmetries are
expected to be approximately the averages of the πþ and
π− asymmetries [45]. These averages are observed to be
small in all cases, indicating the neutral pion asymmetries
should also be small. Heavy flavor is produced primarily
through gluon fusion for the present kinematic range. The
gg → qq¯ process does not contribute to either the Collins or
the Collins-like effect [72].
The systematic uncertainty for the correction is taken
from the full differences between fractions extracted with
different methodologies. For the momentum range below
∼2.1 GeV=c, the uncertainties are the differences between
fractions calculated from nσðπÞ fits and m2 fits. For
momenta above ∼2.1 GeV=c, the uncertainties are the
differences between fractions from nσðπÞ fits with and
without fixing function parameters according to the cor-
rected Bichsel expectations.
H. Polarization uncertainty
As mentioned in Sec. II A, a correlated systematic
uncertainty of 3.5% applies to all single-spin asymmetries,
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due to estimated uncertainties in the beam polarization [54].
This uncertainty includes a 3.3% contribution from the
polarization scale, a 0.9% contribution from fill-to-fill scale
uncertainties, and a 0.5% contribution from uncertainties in
the transverse polarization profile correction. Additionally,
if the beam polarization is not perfectly vertical with
respect to the laboratory frame, there can also be a
systematic uncertainty due to the horizontal or “radial”
component of the beam polarization. For the present
analysis, a polarization offset from vertical of δ will yield
a dilution of approximately 1 − δ2=2, in the limit of uniform
acceptance. The values for δ are measured by analyzing the
azimuthal dependence of single-spin asymmetries in the
ZDC, which is sensitive to neutral particles such as
neutrons produced close to the beam line. The values for
δ are generally quite small, typically ≪ 0.1 rad [73].
Deviations due to nonuniform acceptance must, then,
dominate. Conservatively, it is estimated that radial polar-
izations cannot impact the asymmetry extraction by more
than fractions of a percent; and they are therefore ignored.
IV. RESULTS
Final results for the inclusive-jet, Collins, and Collins-
like asymmetries are presented in Figs. 9 through 13. In all
plots, the statistical uncertainties are shown with error bars,
and systematic uncertainties are shown with shaded error
boxes. The widths of the boxes indicate the total uncer-
tainties in the kinematic variables that are corrected to the
PYTHIA particle-jet level, as discussed in Sec. III B. For all
results, the jet pseudorapidity is calculated relative to the
polarized beam. In the cases of Collins and Collins-like
asymmetries, πþ is shown with closed circles, π− with open
circles, and the combination in closed diamonds. The 3.5%
vertical-scale systematic uncertainties from beam polariza-
tion are not shown.
A. Inclusive jet asymmetry
In Fig. 9 the inclusive jet asymmetries are presented. The
asymmetries are shown as functions of the jet transverse
momentum and presented in separate ranges of jet pseu-
dorapidity, as measured relative to the polarized beam.
A dashed line at zero is provided to guide the eye. In all
cases, the measured asymmetries are consistently small.
Integrating over jet pT and η the measured asymmetries are
consistent with zero at the 0.5σ level with a total uncer-
tainty of 6.0 × 10−4. This is similar to what has been seen in
previous inclusive jet measurements from
ffiffi
s
p ¼ 200 GeV
collisions [48]. The present data at
ffiffi
s
p ¼ 500 GeV provide
stronger limits with better sensitivity to gluonic subpro-
cesses than previous data at
ffiffi
s
p ¼ 200 GeV [49].
Systematic uncertainties for the present data are well
constrained, with the dominant uncertainties arising from
statistics. The largest systematics arise from parton-jet
matching probabilities at low values of pT . At higher
values of pT , contributions from leak-through and trigger
bias play a more significant role, though the effects are
typically at or below 10% of the statistical uncertainty.
The inclusive-jet asymmetry is sensitive to the twist-3
distribution [15,16] related to the kT-integrated Sivers
function [19,23]. As the jet pT increases, the sensitivity
to partonic subprocesses changes (Fig. 3). At low jet pT , the
results are more sensitive to gluonic subprocesses, while
sensitivity to quark-based subprocesses increases at high jet
pT . Thus the asymmetries at lower values of jet pT should
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Across the full range of jet pT , the measured asymmetries are consistently small.
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place constraints on twist-3 PDFs for gluonic interactions
(connected to the gluon Sivers function). As Fig. 6 indicates,
the lowest jet pT bins are sensitive to xG down to ∼0.01;
while the highest bins probe xQ up to∼0.2 for unpolarized x.
B. Collins-like asymmetry
Results for Collins-like asymmetries are presented in
terms of particle-jet pT and pion z (Figs. 10 and 11).
Because the subprocess fraction changes as a function of
particle-jet pT , it is informative to examine how the
asymmetries depend on pT . The Collins-like asymmetry
is expected to arise from gluon linear polarization [43];
thus, the best sensitivity should reside at lower values of jet
pT . The left-hand panel of Fig. 10 shows the asymmetry as
a function of particle-jet pT for different ranges of jet η and
pion z. The right-hand panel of Fig. 10 presents the Collins-
like asymmetry dependence on pion z in bins of jet η and jet
pT . Across the board, the asymmetries are consistently
small. Systematic uncertainties are well constrained with
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the dominant uncertainties arising from statistics. The
largest systematics arise from the parton-jet matching
probabilities at low-pT and leak-through at mid-to-high
values of pT .
From Refs. [43,74], the maximized projections exhibit
the largest asymmetries at lower values of both jet pT and
pion z. Furthermore, the maximized projections are similar
for πþ and π− and for ηjet > 0 and ηjet < 0. Thus, in the left-
hand panel of Fig. 11, the Collins-like asymmetries are
presented as functions of jet pT for 0.1 < z < 0.3, combin-
ing pion flavors and integrating over the full range of
−1 < ηjet < 1. Similarly in the right-hand panel of Fig. 11,
the asymmetries are presented as functions of pion z for jets
with 6.0 < pT < 13.8 GeV=c, combining πþ and π− and
integrating over the range −1 < ηjet < 1. Again, systematic
uncertainties are small, with the dominant uncertainties
arising from statistics. The largest systematics arise from
parton-jet matching probability at low pT.
The asymmetries in Fig. 11 are presented in comparison
with the maximized projections from Ref. [74]. The
DMPþ Kretzer calculations utilize fragmentation func-
tions from Ref. [75], while the DMPþ DSS calculations
utilize fragmentation functions from Ref. [76]. The data
place significant constraints on the maximized projections
for the Collins-like asymmetries, representing the first
experimental input for this effect, which is sensitive to
linearly polarized gluons.
C. Collins asymmetry
Results for Collins asymmetries are presented as func-
tions of particle-jet pT and pion z in Fig. 12 and pion jT in
Fig. 13. In contrast to the Collins-like effect, the Collins
asymmetry is expected to arise from quark transversity
[20]; thus, the best sensitivity should reside at higher values
of jet pT . In the left-hand panel of Fig. 12 the asymmetry is
presented as a function of particle-jet pT for different
ranges of jet η and pion z. A clear asymmetry is observed in
jets with pT ≳ 20 GeV=c and η > 0 relative to the polar-
ized beam. While statistics are somewhat limited, the
magnitude of the asymmetry also appears to rise from
0.1 < z < 0.2 to z > 0.2. The observed asymmetries are
positive for πþ and negative for π−. Global analyses from
SIDIS and eþe− show positive u-quark transversity, neg-
ative d-quark transversity, positive favored Collins frag-
mentation functions, and negative unfavored Collins
fragmentation functions. For the present kinematics, the
preponderance of the πþ and π− are expected to materialize
from the favored fragmentation of u and d quarks,
respectively. Hence, the observed charge dependence is
consistent with those of the Collins asymmetry in SIDIS
[32,34,35] and marks the first such observation in polarized
proton collisions. For pions with 0.1 < z < 0.2 in jets with
pT ≳ 20 GeV=c and η < 0 relative to the polarized beam,
there are also trends consistent with a nonzero asymmetry.
However, these trends do not persist for higher values of
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pion z; and thus it is not clear if this effect is due to physics
or simply a statistical fluctuation.
The right-hand panel of Fig. 12 presents the Collins
asymmetries as functions of pion z for three bins of jet pT
and two bins of jet η, calculated relative to the polarized
beam. The magnitude of the Collins asymmetry is
expected to change as a function of z [36]. At high pT
the present data indicate asymmetries with such a depend-
ence. For jets scattered backward relative to the polarized
beam, as well as for jets with lower values of pT , the
measured asymmetries are small. This is also consistent
with expectation for the Collins effect. As the pT
increases, the present data sample a correspondingly
increasing fraction of events from quark-based partonic
subprocesses (Fig. 3) that are necessary for such effects.
Furthermore, the present data sample higher values of x
with increasing values jet pT . Current global extractions
of transversity indicate a potentially strong x dependence
[38–42]. Unpolarized Monte Carlo simulations indicate
that for jets reconstructed with 22.7 < pT < 55.0 GeV=c,
the sampled quark x range peaks around x ∼ 0.15 (Fig. 6).
This corresponds to the region where the largest values of
transversity are expected [38–42] but withQ2 ≈ 960 GeV2,
significantly higher than the scale probed by the SIDIS data
with Q2 < 20 GeV2.
For the present data, systematic uncertainties are small
compared to the statistical uncertainties. As with the
Collins-like asymmetries, the dominant systematics at
low jet pT arise from the parton-jet matching probabilities.
At higher jet pT values, the dominant sources of system-
atics arise from leak-through and trigger bias, though the
systematic uncertainties are typically only ∼15% of the
statistical uncertainties.
The Collins effect requires not only nonzero transversity
but also the presence of a polarized and transverse-
momentum-dependent fragmentation function. Thus, while
it is informative to examine the jet pT and pion z depend-
ences of the Collins effect, it is also important to examine
its jT dependence. This study examines how the asymmetry
depends upon the relative transverse momentum of the
pion, in other words, the pion momentum transverse to the
jet axis. The results for the present data are presented in
Fig. 13 for jets with 22.7 < pT < 55.0 GeV=c in three bins
of pion z. The asymmetries appear largest around
jT ∼ 0.3–0.4 GeV=c. It is worth noting, again, that the
choice of a lower limit onΔR restricts the lower reach of jT ,
in particular at higher values of pion z or jet pT [Eq. (7)].
Integrating over all bins of z at high jet pT , the present
Collins asymmetries for πþ and π− are found to be different
with a significance of greater than 5.3σ. Consequently, the
present data represent the first observation of the Collins
effect in polarized-proton collisions.
D. Comparison to models
The present data span a range of quark x which comple-
ments existing SIDIS measurements and current trans-
versity extractions [38–42] but at 1–2 orders of magnitude
higher in Q2, as seen in Fig. 2. Accordingly, the present
data present an opportunity to address existing theoretical
questions concerning universality and the size of possible
TMD factorization-breaking effects in polarized-proton
collisions, and TMD evolution.
Figure 14 presents the Collins asymmetries for jets
reconstructed with 22.7<pT <55.0GeV=c and 0< η< 1
in comparison with three sets of model calculations. Each
set is based upon a global analysis of SIDIS and eþe− data,
assumes robust TMD factorization applied to proton-proton
interactions, and assumes universality of the Collins frag-
mentation function. The DMPþ 2013 predictions are based
upon Refs. [40,43,74] and utilize the fragmentation func-
tions from Ref. [76]. Reference [74] also presents predic-
tions based upon older models from Refs. [38,39]. These
older predictions demonstrate that the size of the expected
asymmetries can be sensitive to the choice of fragmentation
functions, in particular for the g → π contribution that still
has considerable uncertainty [77]. The Kang-Prokudin-
Ringer-Yuan (KPRY) andKPRY-NLL predictions are based
upon Ref. [78]. The KPRY-NLL curves assume TMD
evolution up to next-to-leading log, while the KPRY curves
assume no TMD evolution. In general the models compare
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favorably with the data, consistent with the expectation of
universality of the Collins fragmentation function. In
addition, this comparison is also consistent with the
assumption of robust TMD factorization for proton-proton
interactions. While it is generally expected that TMD
factorization is broken for proton-proton interactions, it
has been argued that such factorization holds for observa-
tion of a hadron fragment within a jet [29,45]. Within
theoretical uncertainties, the data agree relatively well with
either assumption of TMD evolution from the KPRY
predictions. However, the data do show a slight preference
for the model without TMD evolution (χ2 ¼ 14.0 for
10 degrees of freedom without evolution compared with
χ2 ¼ 17.6 with evolution, using the data statistical and
systematic uncertainties). The measured asymmetries are
generally larger in magnitude than the model predictions, in
particular for π−. A χ2 test indicates the measurement and
predictions are consistent at the 95% confidence level.
Finally, it is worth noting that polarized-proton collisions
at STAR have also yielded nonzero asymmetries sensitive
to transversity through dihadron interference fragmentation
functions [79]. These asymmetries persist in the collinear
framework of pQCD, where factorization and universality
are expected to hold [80]. Efforts to include these results in
global analyses aimed at extracting transversity have
already begun [81]. The combination of the present results
with those from eþe−, SIDIS, and dihadrons from pþ p
provides the opportunity for a comprehensive global
analysis to address questions concerning TMD-factoriza-
tion breaking, universality, and evolution.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have reported the first measurements of transverse
single-spin asymmetries from inclusive jet and jetþ π
production in the central pseudorapidity range from p↑ þ p
at
ffiffi
s
p ¼ 500 GeV. The data were collected in 2011 with
the STAR detector. As in previous measurements at
200 GeV, the inclusive jet asymmetry is consistent with
zero at the available precision. The first-ever measurements
of the “Collins-like” asymmetry, sensitive to linearly
polarized gluons in a polarized proton, are found to be
small and provide the first constraints on model calcula-
tions. For the first time, we observe a nonzero Collins
asymmetry in polarized-proton collisions. The data probe
values of Q2 significantly higher than existing measure-
ments from SIDIS. The asymmetries exhibit a dependence
on pion z and are consistent in magnitude for the two
charged-pion species. For πþ, asymmetries are found to be
positive, while those for π− are found to be negative. The
present data are compared to Collins asymmetry predic-
tions based upon SIDIS and eþe− data. The comparisons
are consistent with the expectation for TMD factorization
in proton-proton collisions and universality of the Collins
fragmentation function. The data show a slight preference
for models assuming no suppression from TMD evolution.
Further insight into these theoretical questions can be
gained from a global analysis, including dihadron asym-
metries and Collins asymmetries from STAR.
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asymmetries are shown in comparison with model calculations from Refs. [74,78]. The calculations are based upon SIDIS and eþe−
results and assume robust factorization and universality of the Collins function. The DMPþ 2013 [74] and KPRY [78] predictions
assume no TMD evolution, while the KPRY-NLL [78] curves assume TMD evolution up to next-to-leading log. All predictions are
shown with shaded bands corresponding to the size of their associated theoretical uncertainties. The general agreement between the data
and the model calculations is consistent with assumptions of robust TMD factorization and universality of the Collins function.
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